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Featuring the Smith-Waite Tarot Centennial Edition Deck

I loved these, They are absolutely stunning. The book on the illustrator that came with the cards

were informative and its very well written. This package is beyond worthy of 5 stars; the ONLY

reason I gave 4 is that as soon as I opened the Tarot pictorial book, the first 10 pages came out.

Being a librarian who sometimes repairs books, I can tell not enough adhesive was used on the

binding but I can easily remedy that myself. Other than that, there is not enough praise I can give to

this collection. So glad I bought it! If your on the fence, BUY IT! You won't regret it!

Can't believe how much you get from this. The stock on the cards is wonderful, the box set is

beautiful and it comes with 2 books AND some lovely artwork. You get so much for this price and it's

such a great deck! Classic rider waite illustrated perfectly. Can't recommend this enough; if you're

looking for a good beginner set this is the one, it comes with so much and the rider waite deck is

perfect for learning too.

I love this commemorative set. Beautiful art work and Illustrations. It is boxed very heavily and

compact, fits nicely on a bookshelf. In each half is stored either the cards or the books. These cards



would probably be best used by a more advanced person because there are no descriptions on the

cards. The "pictorial key" to Tarot cards, does not have pictures or illustrations of the cards. This set

is a commemorative set just as advertised, but more beautiful in person, so 5 stars.

Oh! This is a great deal indeed! Box is full of wonderful stuff. If you are going to purchase the deck

alone ... reconsider. It is a great amount of contemporary back ground. Not to mention a book

written to explain the cards not a dolls house miniature as usually supplied with Tarot decks.

These cards are beautiful. I am new with tarot, and this is my second deck. My first deck is pretty,

but it just doesn't do it for me. This deck has that classic look that my mind thinks tarot should have,

and is very pretty. The colors are all well done, not too bright. The pictures are clear. The box is very

nice, and I love the extras that came in it. I get so excited to touch my cards that sometimes I just sit

and shuffle them when I cannot think of a question. The price is right, the speed of delivery was

perfect, and the reviews are spot on. I would recommend this deck to anyone.I do wish the book

were easier to reference, as I still rely on it for some help with interpretation. But, it is not impossible.

High-quality deck of cards (proper size and thickness, good printing), in an elegant box with

attractive reference books and bonus postcards. Would make a nice gift for fans of the original

Smith deck.

This deck lives nicely in a frame on my wall (like my Hermetic Tarot).Benefits: 1. The cards are Art

(yes, really) 2. No risk of anyone dying of a heart attack if I draw a Full House

This collectors edition of Pamela Colman's work is AMAZING!! To say the least . If you wanted true

cards to work with, these are your cards, to include all the special extras in this collection. No need

to look elsewhere but here in this Commemorative Set. These cards are truly made with infused

Love. Set your Heart to Stun!!!
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